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THE EI,mODYING H1AGE: A DESIGN FOR A 
OF DISTORTED BODY IHAGERY IN .;;;...;;:.=.;;:;;;.;;;:;...;.;::;;..::.:;..,.::~ .-;;.;:;;..:;;..;== 
Of all the imagery available to the writer the body's 
imagery is perhaps the most powerful and immediate" Using 
arms and legs and eyebroi'm in his work he insures himself of 
a bond with his reader, for each reader has his ovm arms and 
legs and eyebrows to identify with in his mind and experience. 
No one can read Swift· s terse sentence, II st w'eek I saw a 
woman flayed t and you will hardly believe how much it altered 
1 
her person for the worse,," without feeling a shudder of 
horror and sympathy in his own body. 
'y!?~.§., is full of body images.. Gulliver himself is a very 
fleshly human being; he is primarily interested in the people 
he finds. We, the readers t are first entranced by ~:~~ 
because it tells us about people like ourselves only somehow 
different.. It is this likeness '\'iri th and difference from our-
selves that makes the powerfully in~riguing book it 
is. 
The differences betitieen ourselves and the people in ,.;;;;.;:;:=,;:::. 
ver come ly in the distortions of their bodies: they 
are tvfel ve t s as or as 1 as w'e are t have 
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eyes or are filthYt or are. to all superficial appearances, 
horses@ We are led from the familiarity of our own bodies 
to the strangeness of Swift- s creations, froIQ. experience (we '/ 
all lrnow people somewhat taller or shorter than ourselves, for, 
example) to the allegory of imaginqtion. These allegories and 
symbols are concentrated in special areas: mOst of the distor-
tions are changes or size, quality. or horselikeness. Moreover, 
these changes become more pronounced and more shocking as the 
story develops@ But Swift. for all his fury. is in full com-
mand of his satirical allegory of mankind 1'7hose physical dis-
tortion is sometimes a converse and sometimes a parallel of the 
human part ,of him beyond his body, his personalitYt or, as 
Swift would have called itt his soul$ 
The embodying metaphor where the imagery of the body is 
used to stand for the elements of an abstraction is one of the 
most powerful devices of thought. St. Paul speaks of Christ 
as the tihead tI of the church; 't'Te are the Itmembers .. II Or againt 
we are all familiar with the parts of the "body poli or 
even more appropriately, wi th the I!.;::..;;;...::::~..;;;;.:;;;.!I of a wri tel".. These 
images have in their physicality the nearness. strength, and 
frailty of the physical body itself.. The meaning of the con-
demna tion of an author's cor}?u.§. or Nork as ildiseased U is qui te 
clear. SNift' s vJOrIr has borne thi s accusation from the cri cs 
from Thackarey to Huxley to Murry. Yet his use of the 
image as a cohtrolled and. ss sati 
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gests that he was in complete command of his mind and his work .. 
In certain parts of the body are singled out'for 
attention both as themselves and as parallels to the mind and 
behavior.. Eyes are particularly important to Gulliver..Oulli-
ver is most concerned that the Blefuscudian arrows 1dil blind 
him; he protects himself with the spectacles which are almost 
the only the he has hidden from the Emperor 9 $ inventory.. He 
uses his te scope to save himself in each shipwreck.. The final 
punishment proposed for him by the lliputians is blinding him. 
The Lilliputians' tiny eyes are clear, but they "see to no t 
distance U while the Brobd have the converse defect 
of ghtedness@ The t eyes are also symboli 
distorted: one turns up while the other is 
crossed inltl'ard.. Their stargazers come in for special 
tion by iver although he ts the merits of their superior 
telescopes.. The smug Houyhnhnms pity Gulliver for having so 
flat a face that he 6annot see both directions at once as they 
can.. But they have no conception of stargazing; Gulliver's 
sorrel servant cannot discern the island Gulliver sights from 
his telescopee The s have the additional of 
providing a means of communication between people even when 
their languages are mutually inc ble .. In the f1 
two books Gull is very concerned plac himse 
eye wi the peocle he meets, with Ii 
In is dis by op , s t of off 
into t vv'hi one of the first th s he s 
.. 
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first Houyhnhnms he meets is the Itvery mild Aspect" of hilp:eyes., 
Eyes serve as the most direct communication of the state of the 
body and the soul; they are everywhere important. Indeed~ the 
bulk of Gulliver's reporting is visually oriented .. 
Genitals are another important actuality and allegory in 
the book.. However, mnstead of being sho-vffi in erotic terms, 
Swift usually speaks of their excretory function, referring to 
them as the "dishounourable Parts." Gulliver's shame at excre-
/ 
tion is striking; it is one of the first things that concerns 
him in Lilliput --there it is the cause of his expulsion-- and 
in Brobdingnag.. In Brobdingnag he is appalled at the Uhogs-
heads" of urine the maids prodUce and himself will not sit on 
a chair he has made from the Queents hair because he would be 
placing a ttdishounourable of his body on it.. In LapU~q 
many of the projectors are experimenting with urine and feces. 
The medicines Gulliver the surgeon recommends are all purges 
of some sort or elEe made from excrement.. The most appalling 
thing Gulliver finds about the Yahoos is their filth: they 
pelt him with it; even the little three year old he tries to 
cuddle pisses allover him. Strangely, the Houyhnhnmstl dung 
is never mentioned, though they are described as being 
clean" 
ly 
Womens· bodies espec corne in for Gulliver@ s revulsion; 
he is disgusted by the huge mottled sts of the Brobd 
maids honor .. is e 
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to besti~lity. There is a paradox here: the more the body 
diverges from the standard for hUmanity as exemplified by 
Lemuel Gulliver, the more the souls of the people are rational. 
Kindness and emotion are some'what separate values which come 
inbetNeen physicality and rationali ty. In other words t the)moie 
j 
distorted and inhuman the body, the more ideally national the 
soul. Body parallels mind in some ways: in Lilliput the 
people are charming curio ties until we discover the vi 
and parochial pettines~. The Brobdingnagians are as magnani-
mouS t tolera~ntt and imaginative of other states as they are 
large and gross.. There is someth1ng of a reversion 1n Laputa; 
fe't'J' of the people are really deformed though they are all 
Yet they are the least practical and most abstracted people 
in the book. Their excesses seem to be a total escape from 
the body into abstraction. But it is in the fourth book that 
Swift really comes to his fo;r<~ cif body imagery.. The Yahoos 
are the vilest and most fleshly of all his creations. They are 
, 
carnivourous and have all the worst excesses of bodily and 
mental depravity.. They are irrational but clever, cruel and 
avaricious in proportion to thei howling filthiness. Their 
eyes are appropriately fixed to the ground.. 'Ilhey seem to have 
no intellect and less charity. Their bodi distortions are 
those of quality. 
The Houyhnhnms' bodies are the most distorted of all; 
physically they are horses, sts~ though very 
the pasterns. Their bodies serve as a pe ect foil to their 
souls which are ut rati almost devold emotion 
-- 7 
The allegory reaohes its olimax here: if man were a "beas 
then perhaps he would be rational; as things are now the ohanoes 
/ 
of a manvs behaving rationally and unemotionally are about 
as great as those of his growing a mane and tail overnight. 
When Gulliver t the "oross ourrent and the oontradiotion t " 
returns to England~ he whinnies and trots his way to live in 
the stables though he retains the i onally emotional and 
Yahooishly absurd hope of reforming all of England to an 
equine paradise. Though is nakedness is oovered. he is still 
revulsed by himself and hi s world.. We howl 1'1i th laughter as 
we shudder at the intensity and sino ty of his oonversion.' 
SwiftWl.ns his point Ithand over fist .. 11 
distortion of body is an important 
satirioal teohnique .. faot, Swift's use of irregularly formed 
bodies as physioalizations of mens· oontorted and disfigured 
mental stateiS is the most vividly important quality of the booIt" 
Though Dr" Johnson was attaoking SW'ift when he said,. ultihen 
onoe you have thought of big men and little men. it is very 
2 
easy to do the re his remark reoognizes the importanoe 
of bodily distortion in ~~~~ But Rwift's peopie are not 
only larger or smaller than is normal; they oan so be filthier, 
wilier, Wiser, furrier, more intro ect , older, more 
madder t saner, sicker, more be or niore rati 
like horses .. ftWs of the embodies 
all these states; his dcmi rse is its d 
and wi om~ fS jects mants r 
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life as the body holds the soul. 
The angrily humoruus teaching that satire does is a 
ture of many techniques: parody, the nonsensically straight-
faced exaggerations of the style of some serious subject as 
the tight-rope dancing ministers 
I 
parallel England's cou~t 
currying royal favor; ironY$ the pseudoserious cise 
tations of some serious subject. as Gullivers's wonder that 
1-
he did not see the mercy of the Lilliputians' order to blin~ 
and starve him; sarcasm, the inverted use of praise or criticism 
to cut down an opponent, Gulliver himself uses this~ 
though the Houyhnhnms are sarcastic in their trying to di 
guish him from the Yahoos; and cature~ the 
exaggeration of certain aspects of a character to a ludicrous 
whole, Gulliver's treatment of the Academy of Projecters is 
primarily a caricature of the Royal Society; personification, 
something akin to this happens when the lliputians think that 
Gulliver's I'latch 1s some sort of or Swift's elevating actual 
horses to the human level of the Houy~nhnms; and the converse, 
making a hUman being into an animal, as Gulliverts relegating 
the Yahoos to the animal world. Any or 
/ I 
all 0lthese components 
of satire be combined in any proportions in producing a 
whole vmrk of art.. Each of these techniques involves SOme 
sort of distortion, an inten on is twi a part is made 
more important that the whole or the s the 
ze or is st, an enl es ac t or the 
ssness of si obscures the .. 
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as a work in itself and ignoring Swiftts personal 
life and the contemporary psychological interpretations of 
distorted body imagery, it is still apparant that the distorted 
human body is the vehicle for ft's piercing idea that man 
3 
is not \This 
discusses only human body imagery; by Swift's definition I 
interpret hUman to mean any animal capable of reason, under 
thi s definition both -ehe.. Houyhllhnms and\the ~ahoos are human 
beings for they both have bodies and are capable of reason .. 
If Swiftts primary purpose 1s tine; Gulliver i'las to show 
that man is only capable of reason t he could have done so much 
more economi by c: in so doing he would have lost 
the and delight of book.. The strength of is 
its ingenious concreteness on ch the symbolism ends for 
its force. Our senses and minds are aroused and captivated by 
the physical allegories of man~s depravities; quite literally 
we can picture them.. Concreteness in symbolism can be as bur-
densome as the L~lputans· projected object language where a man 
would carry the objects he wanted to communicate about, a book 
for example. and shovv it in conver on instead of talking 
~bout it. An image by image d 
fould be as tedious and decept as the putan codes where 
;he word "Buzzard II means a sta sman. Rather~ the 
ty and fluidity of t*s symbols the book both 
amus on several Is 
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of meaning from the childos to the philosopher's. So it is 
dec tive to say, for example t that the Houyhnhnms 
phi sophers, or abstracted reason; they represent and have 
characteri:stics of all of these, but most of all they are 
themselvest the Houyhnhnms, Swift's own special creation. 
What we like and learn frvom them comes by our appreCiation of 
the Houyhnhnms themselves, not by a point by point conversion 
to this or that abstraction.. The values of concrete imagery 
are clarity, and paradoxically, multi-levelled meanlngs~ The 
\ 
image of the kindly, gross Brobdingnagian mD.cl.ds who dandle 
Gulliver on their nipples but have never knovm war is amusing 
" 
and instruc ti ve 1n its sensu.al acui ty. 
The ovexall effect of is diverse: a 
first reaction is amusement at the ingenuity of the story, 
then wonder at its infinite imaginative detail. then shock at 
Swift's horror and rage at man's cruelty, smugness, apd filth, 
then anger at the seeming insult to humanity, and finally the 
insight into oneself and society that comes from sharply focused 
satire.. Not all readers reach all the'6e levels, and the re-
actions vary from book to book; the Lilliputian book aione is 
mo 1y winsome. But 1n reading the who satire the most 
vivid reaction is shock. a surprise and horror at the grossness 
fil t vehemence, and accuracy of ft's attack on .. 
The design of this paper is to compare the ssion of 
shock rece by an ocular the boolr the 
1fl analy sand tion of ific dis 
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body images. At this point I have encoun~ered so many program-
ming difficulties that it is not possible to a comparison 
between mentally and jnachine,pl"oduced This paper will 
compare the processes necessary to an intuitional and a computer-
aided analysis of and then try to approximate the 
resul ts the machine would have reached.. M.y ocu,lar impression 
is that distortion of body imagery is Swift's primary component 
of satire. These are distortions of size ( or small). 
I 1 
qu~lity (eg filthy, noble, sooty), and horse qualities (neighing, 
trotting).. They increase in frequency of appearance and inten-
sity of shock value ~s the book progresses. In other words, 
~" 
Gulliver begins by being a modest surgeon reporting on some charm-
ing miniatu;re people, and ends by being a fanatical rec 
revolted by the sight and of the English Yahoos, trying 
to convert the We world to the Ho~yhnhnmst equine rationality, 
The philosophy of humanistic, ocular analysis of a book 
is emotional: the impressions of the whole are greater than 
the sum of their remembered parts.. There is usually little 
effort to analyse the 't'J'orl( page by page, far less word by word. 
and with reason: the task is too ~ediously time can 
to be worth the effort. So the reader relies on notes and 
selected pages as examples.. Unfortunately these examples are 
often chosen because they shore up the readerts thesis or 
cause they are vividly red. not because they are s tis-
tically repre of the wo [:lS a whole.. An 
1 s rs re so that ses 
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to be impressionistic and subjective selections of the whole .. 
The earlier Pert of this paper is an example of this type of 
analysis. 
Computer-aided analyses of books aim toward more empiricism 
in critical techniques.. A computer analysis does not abolish 
a humanistic reading of the book; the computer does not read the 
book fo~ you. Instead the computer tions as a timesaving 
computational and analytic tool. The data it selects and prints 
out are additions to and comparisons with the ocular readings. 
The critic can aim for more minuteness of depth analysis while 
being able to explore the worlt as alfrhole undaunted by the 
\ 
limitations of timet attention, and endurance. Admi the 
scale of values is different: the analysis will necessarily 
be quantifiable in some way_ but editorial judgement is not 
excluded. In fact, in a computer analysis one must be as care-
ful about 1'J"hat information to exclude or ignore as about what 
is to be chosen and examined. Com~uter-chosen ~ata serves as 
a test of the mental hypothesis; if one hypothesis is explod 
the critic can text another until he finds what he can accept 
9.S the facts of the examinations.. He is no longer bound to an 
emotional reaction. The mental process required by programming 
is more impD~tant to the resulti analysis the actual 
lata produc to become aOcustomed to the 
aental set requi by programming; at fi there m[~y be no 
:;ime by u the e1' at .. t 
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definition of the problem, logically viable analy sand divison 
into feasible job stepst and the editorial techniques necessary 
in the ocular analy s of the data produced are real aids to 
clear thinking in genearl as well as the problem at ha.nd .. 
Another value of computer-aided criticism is that the methods 
involved are viable not only for determining editions, but also 
for a wide variety of problems of stylistlcs, imagery and symbol-
ism, translations, and aids to appreciation. In computer-aided 
analysis what is happ~ning in the text and how it is being done, 
both expressed in quantifiable terms, are the neces foundations 
of why a text takes a certa form, the primary questi'on of oou-
lar analysi s .. computer-aid analy s method 1s as impro 
as the resulting impres on. 
The application of co~puter-aided de gn in this project 
is in the. study of imagery in quantifiable form.. The idea farr 
, 
the project, stated above, entered my head in a very subjective 
way after reading Gulliver.. The feasibi ty of the computer-
aided project WaS determined by how preCisely defined and inachine-
readable the images sought could be made" 
The text, words, sentences, chapters, and boolrs of 
had to be defin for the purpose of this project. The most 
accurate un-edl text avai is the Motte 1726 first edition .. 
While some of the s ~re m1 and Swift made a few 
changes in the Ition, notably adding the 
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duotion~ the Motte edition re s spell and 
punctuation while being un- i by the III'10derns .. 1I Because 
of the value of the 1726 first edition, r xeroxed a working 
copy of the book. 
The text for the computer project had to be limited in 
size and statistically valid. Using a table of a million random 
numbers I chose ten randomly selected s for analysis by 
letting tl)e first digt t of random number be the volume in 
which the: page appeared whi the next three digits were the 
pages to be scaihned.. s 72, 73. 80 t 136, and 218 were 
selected from volume I; ins 106, 124, 131, and 
199 were selected.. This is a statistically significant 
.. 86 of the text. These s are reproduced in the append .. 
Because it comes from the oc first edi on each has 
cons erably fewer words than the modern editions.. These 
pages were put into machine-readable fonnby keypunching them on 
computer cards.. Each card s an eight digit code to shOW 
volume. book, chapter, patte, and The remaining 
sixty-four spaces on the were punched with the text of 
Gull r.. Because the h has a limited number 
of ters, only capital t rs for , I used a list 
of conver ons for spec 1 c c s and punctuation , 
* fies a capi 1 Ie r, for .. The sts were 
s 11arly without ace 
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A scan for distortion of body supposes a. text 
to be scanned~ definitions of body s~ definitions of dis-
tortions, and a means of comparing the list and the texto I 
decided that for the purposes of this project the basic units 
of compari son would be the sentence and the 'I'Jord. A word is 
the characters which come between two blanks; a sentence is 
the characters, mainly words, which come between a capital 
letter and a perioJ, excl~mation mark or que on (rarely 
used by Gulliver) followed two spaces. Any sentence in 
which a body image appears would be~ logically enough. a body 
image sentence. A distortion of body imagery is a body 
sentence in which a word from the ze. quality or word 
lists ':[1hus body as di by 
proximity of words, not by So the pass sentences 
"The Yahoo was filthy .. " and saw the huge ship .. 1i are equally 
body distortion sentences, f t a quality distortlon sen-
tence, the next a size disto ion sentence.. An ocular edi 
of the output would be neces to separate the t1'W.' H01\Tevcr' , 
nost of ft~s sentences are long and camp enough that the 
frequency of a sentence cants distortions in conjunc am 
!Vi th body I'mrd s the di ortlon words do not i 
:lady word s 1 s not too ft himse set the other 
sions of t11e t the chapters, books t and 
)r1n tel" set the numbers .. 
The Ii s of body, ze~ i s vwre 
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selected in an ocular reading of the book. All the words have 
been normalized to eighteenth century lling. Some editorial 
judgement necessarily entered here. Body words are all parts 
of the body. hUman pronouns, names of human beings or groups 
of human beings, numbers representing human beings, and distinc 
ively hUman ve~bs. Clothing words : are luded as extensions 
of the body while some words scribing mental characteristic$ 
,are added to show the contrast with body quality~ There 'are 
1132 body words selected evenly distributed throughout the book. 
The ze word s are mostly clearly defined adj ec ti ve s, as 'tvell 
as numbers as a measure of s in books one and t't'-TO, and ani-
mals as an indicator of size in Brobdingnag. This use of ani-
mals. as the II splaclnnuckr as mea in Brobdingnag is addi-
tional testimony to the phys ity of Swiftts images. There 
,are 205 selected size words almost all of which ~are found 
": 
in the first and second books.. The quality words are also 
adjectives; adVerbs, and ve expressing human qualities .. 
Sometimes the definitions here are a little ambiguous as with 
the words "monstrous" andtlprodigious lt bo<th of which express 
both size ;Bind quality. There were 829 quality words evenly 
distributed throughout the bool{. The horse words are qui te 
straightfortlJard; there are 
concentrated almost entirely 
the primary forms of the 
too many of them, 71 in all 
the last book~ In all lists 
and the singular and plurals 
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of all appropri te words are to be count and matched tely 
by the computer. For the complete Ii s see the appendix. 
\ 
There is a definite progression in qualitiy of the body 
and quality "twrds as they progress from the Lilliputian book 
to the Houyhnhnm book.. The body words begin innocuously with 
tlauthorlt and "bod'y" in Lilliput, go to 'fnonsters" and "bristlesU 
in Brobdingnag, tonvillaintt and "spitting" in Laputa and "ravishern 
and",hovJls n in, the land Qf the Houyhnhnms. Similarly the quality 
words begin wi Italive il and t'cleanliness tl and end with ncruel" 
and "sinester. u The size list is concentrate in the first two 
books while the horse wbrd,s come almost entirely from the fourth 
book. As further examples here are each thirtieth word from 
the selected lists: There is clearly a progression in 
shock value distortion as the book goes on; even the supposedly 
neutral body words change in quality. 
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BODY SIZE QUALITY HORSE 
LILLIPUTn~----_--------------------------~----------------------
author bigger alive horse 
body fifty cleanliness 
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The language I use for programming is SNOBOL.3.. Program-
ming is the most difficult and uncertain part of this type of 
project: the very clarity and precision demanded by the m~chine 
slow the production of data because of the many' trials and 
revisions required before ,a program actually runs correctly. 
This fa6tor of programming and the very large amount 'of data 
to be scanned and rna tched coupilied \'Vi th the fairly small storage 
space available in the computer created problems lv-hich I had 
not anticipated in this degree@ Because it is best to write 
programs in segments and check them before writing a ~hole 
program for all the data, I concentrated on writing'the first 
. ) 
/ 
stage of the program which is ~o scan sentences of the text of 
for body words. If a body word in the sentence, 
the computer is to count the total number of words in the sen-
tence and print out th~ sentence code fol16wed by the sentence 
itself. The following printed line s to tell the number of 
body words out of the total number of words in the sentence .. 
Because of the stora.ge dlfficulties, at this point the program 
w~ich will be discussed s out data correctly only when 
it is analysing a very few card so A larger number of card s 
exhausts the a.mount of free storage available in the computer" 
I plan to work on and i the p which 
folIOl/IS.. I could not have done t I have thout the encour-
agement and help s. .. 
i 1. 
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Some o'f the sic concepts of computer programming be~r 
discussion here. After basic d inltions of whose job is to 
be done p the language used, and the storage available. a 
task is divided into many smaller ones each one to be repeated. 
until it is completed. The lists of characters are called 
"strings". For economy of space and machine time as well as 
to preserve some semblance of loglc, many command9are gi1ten 
different options, for example if a match succeeds it go 
to "PRINTf' t if it fails it should return to 1/ LOOK" .. Thi s 
option would be printed, /S(PRINT)F(LOOK). Each series command 
whose cycle must be completed for the program to s,ucceed is 
called a loop.. Each loop is preceeded by charac or numbers 
which identify it" A series of loops which finally maIms 
up the whole program. Though the loops follow one another 
vertically dOl'm the pa:ge t their options for success or failure 
or repeti tion carry the task up over the page mal,).y time s" So 
a program is really a comprc ssed and logically flo1ATcharted in-
struc'tion sheet. The program is punched one command to a card 
and inserted \fii th the data into the machine. After the computer 
has analysed the data it prinman output, the rendi on of 
many more commands. The printed (or punched) output follows 
the program on succeeding sheets of paer. One can a for a 
printout of the internal steps the machine goes throug}l in solving 
(or trying to solve) the problem, but I will only discuss the 
basic program and its output. I mul pIe es in many 
p es to bility to the comments .. 
II SEQI" U lVIX 7 0113 
IISYS003 ACCESS SCRATCHl 
. 
II EXECUTE COPY80(COPY) 
(the text 
END OF COPY80 JOB 
149 INPUT R.c;COHDS 
149 INPUT 
I I REHnm SYS003 
IISYS003 ACCE 
II EXECUTE COFY80(COPY) 
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(this is the job number 
given by the computer 
center) 
(job number, 25 pages 
10 minutes of machine 
my name) 
(put the test material 
on a scratch tape and make 
it accessible) 
(read the material in and 
store it on tape 80 spaces 
at a time) 
s in here) 
(the text h~~ been read 
into the computer and stored) 
(rewind the tape and put 
the body word li on a 
record (disk) in units of 
80 C)1aracters J 
(the body word list goes in here) 
END OF COPY80 JOB 
62 INPUT RECORDS 
62 REGORDS COPIED 
I I REIHND SYS003 
IISYS002 SCRATCHI 
II LAB~L 80. 80 
I I SNOBOL3 ( ST) 
R'r OF' 
(the wordlist has been read 
and copied onto the di ) 
(rewind the text tape) 
(the li and text are on the 
tape in units of 80 charac 
(begin the program u 
language SNOBOL3 
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(These are t:he characters for capi Is, 
italics, end of ltalics,begin and 
end quotations, periods for abbrevia-
tion, the same when they ap~ear at 
the end of sentences, apostrophes 
(the machine reads only one here) 
colons, semicolons, pe ods, question 
marks_and exclamation points all 
separ:;;t ted by slashes and dEH.fmi ted 
by apostrophes. Collectively these 
are referred to as SPEC .) 
(Leave a space for the line here) 
/F(END) 
('fa1m a line called LI1'E from the 
text; if there are no more lines go 
to • ) 
(Scan for some 8 
long called CODE, and something re-
mstining, the rest of the line, 
TXT .. ) 
SNT ::: SNT TRnI ( TX':J:l ) 
(The letters SNT refer to the words 
and characters in part of the 1 
called SN'r conca tena ted vTi th TXT 
with the unnecessary blanks removed .. ) 
PRIlJT ( • 1 SENT == , SN'r) 
(Print out the first sentence as being 
equal to the charac rs in SNT. This 
is a mes to help in diagnosing 
bugs in the prOgram.) 
, '*NEW* == NEW /FC 
(SN'l1 t any given 
is divided into 
first which ie 









plece of the 
two sections, the 
ed 1s ed 
two from the 












SENT :. ' , OLD W • 
PRINT( t 2 
SENTENCE IS NOV! 
SPEC :::: SPECIAL 
PRINT(') CH::::· CH} 
,:.'SENT CH 
T) 
( T. the sentence. to 
scanned is the old part of 
line before the pe ad, 
preceeded followed by a 
blank. ) 
(Print out the conterts of 
SENT and number 2 in the 
This is another diagnostic 
command. ) 
CLeave a blank 1 here .. ) 
(The sentence is now a c 
uni t. ) 
( a blank line here .. ) 
(The letters. of 
to all the contents 
called. ..) 
/F(SCAN) 
(In the function called 
take somath called Cll out 
of the string of special 
te 
acters called .. Cll" is any 
number of characters ifol 
by a I. Get rid of these 
characters one by one, that 
is, set th~m equal to no 
In case of failure, when 
are no more characters, go 
SCAN .. ) 
(Another diagnostic messa .. ) 
Is( )F( 
(Scan for 1e scan 
the sentence for a c 
cter. If this succe St a c 
charac r is found. go to 
If this fails and nos 
characters are found, 
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P2 /(AGAIN) 
(In 'I' or the word there is 
something called, l~ 
containing a special charac 
CR, followed by P2, part 2. 
Parts one and two are set to 
the two parts without the char-
acter. This eliminates apostrophes 
and allows the words of the text 
with apostrophes to match with 
the basic body words of the list.) 
(Leave a blank line here.. ) 
SEHTENCE IS NOH READY TO SCAN 
GET3 (BODY) 
(A self-explanatory labelling 
message. ) 
(Leave a blank line here.. ) 
/F(KP) 
(Go to the di with the list 
of body words.. there are 
no more body words go to ..) 
PRINT(t4 BODY::::: t BODY) 
(At a place numbered 4 print 
the body words. This is a 
diagnostic entry.. ) 
LIST ::::: ST BODY 
KEEP ::::: LIST 
PRINT('5 
OCCURS::::: tot 
/(SCAN) \ J 
(LIST is equal to LIST con-
catenated with BODY. After this 
go to SCAN~ ) 
(The string called is 
the same"as the contents of 
) (At number 5 print out the 
I.:contents of KEEP" ) 
(The string called which 
.. ) 
will count the number of bodywo s 
in the sentence is equal to 0 .. 
(The string called COUNT whi 
will count the total number of 
words in the sentence is equal 
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IF(OUTPUT) 
(A t item STvJOHD SCan 
the Ii st ,of body l/Jord s, for 
something called WORD. that 
is a word, delimited by 
slashes. If none is found. 
go to OUT1)UT.. ) 
PRINT(t6 WORD::::' WORD) 
KEEP tit Wo.RD :::: 
SENT ' t WORD ' , 
OCCURS ::: 
SENTELJCE 
.. (OCCURS, to;~), 




(At number 6 print the con-
,tents of WORD" ) 
(The oontents of whioh 
rna tch \;JORD preceeded by a I 
are disoarded by being-set 
equal to nothing. ) 
IF(LISTWORD) 
(Scan , the sentence p for 
WORD, a body word delimited 
by blanks.. I,f there are no 
more words gd back to 
WORD.) ',' 
I( STI-JORD) 
(OCCURS is equal to the mumber 
of times a body word has been 
found plus 1.. This total is 
the number of body words found 
in the sentenoe so .. After 
counting go back to STWOHD,,) 
(Leave a blanl{ line here .. ) 
\'" 
(A self- tory label .. ) 
/ 
(Leave" a blank line here. ) 
Is( ) 
(At OUTPUT when 
to 0 go back to 
more text. OC 
OCCURS is eqlt'?l 
o 'VIrhen there are 






is equal to 
no body words 
) 
t s 
0038 SENTI :::: SENT 




SENT ' , BIT :::: 
COUNT:::: COUNT + 'It 
PRINT ( f IN SENTENCE e CODE t 
• BODY WORDS OUT OF ' COUNT • 
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(The characters of 
call forth the contents of 
SENT- ) 
/F(PR) 
(At WDCNT (wordcount) scan 
SENT, sentence, for-gemethlng 
called BIT. a word. delimited 
by blanks. If BIT is not 
found, if there are no more 
words. go to PRe ) 
(The sentence is discarded, 
set to nothing, word by word.) 
/(WDCNT) 
(The total number of words 
the sentence is computed by 
having 1 added to the current 
value of COUNT each time the 
sentence is for a word& 
After this is done, go 
to WDCNT. ) 
ARE ' OCCURS C 
TOTAL WORDS. t t) 
(At PR a message is printed 
and continued on the next line. 
It will say. IN SENTENCE --
8 digit code-- THERE 
hovvever many body w'ord s --
OUT OF _.- however many TOTAL 
WORDS followed by a blanlL ) 
0043 110RE SENTI *PART/'132 t * :::: /F(REST) 
0044 PRINT ( ) 
PRINfE( ) 
(At ~lORE is scanned for 
something called 132 
characters long. When there 
"'are not 132 charac ters t 
go to .) 
/(W)HE) 
(Print the part 
tence called 
that is done go 








0048 'il: READY F'OR NE~v SENTENCE 
0050 NEWSEN'r SENT :::: NEW 
0051 REWIND ( ':3 t ) 
0052 END 
****{~ END OF 
(OUTPUT) 
SEN'r := INGRiVrITUDE IS AIvlONG 
TO HAVE IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES 
EVEH }lAKES ILL RETURNS TO HIS 
-- 28 
(Leave t~\TO blank 
the printout. ) 
(Leave a blanlr. line 
program here.. ) 
s 
(A self-explanatory label.. ) 
(Leave a blank in the pro-
gram here.. ) . 
(A t NEI>JSENT SENT is equal 
to the remainder of the t 
already read II NEvJ.. ) 
/(RDTEXT) 
(Rewind the tape containing 
the text and go back to 
TEXT.. ) 
A CAPITAL CRUm AS 
F'OR TI-LEY HEASON THUS THAT ( 
MUST A COMMON 
TO THE OF lVIANKIND) 1 the words in parentheses are printed on 
another line. ) 
THERE AHE 1 BODY WORDS OUT OF' 72 TOTAL WORDS 




data to be fed in. and 'for the rest of the program .. The rest of 
the program will locate-all the body s in the same e 
wit size. quality, or/and horse print out the e 
'(,vi th its c The body, ze, quality. horse s will be 
printed out Vvi th figures for their numbers out of the total nUill-
of words 
" c count 
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of 1~ord s in all the sentence s a the sample te:::t .. 
The shock value is the third major assignation of the pro-
gram. Shock is graded according to the amount of bodily dis-
tortion ranginSfrom little or no distortion in Gulliver and the 
L9.putans to mild distortion of size (enlarged or diminished 
twelve times) withe Brobd the Lilliputians. to 
distortions of quali ty in S(Ame of the LBrmtan projectors an¢!. 
the Yahoos to a total deviation from the human body in the horse-
bodied Houyhnhnms.. Any body word has a shock value of plus one; 
a size word a value of two, a quality word a value of three, and 
a horse word a value of four.. These values \IITill be weighed by 
sentence s t the average number of l\Tord s in a sentence having 
comput'tld.. It will then be easy to tell the shock value of 
the distotlons of body imagery does indeed increase as the book 
goes on. There will be a printout of all the ~entence values .. 
Finally~ a concordance of body, ze, quallty and horse words 
will be made by alphabetizing the words and printing out the 
code with the sentences which the words appear. It will then 
be clear exactly i'J"hich words appear where\! how frequently.- and 
in what context" 
Because the programming ha not progressed as far as I had 
hoped. I shall do an ocular approximation of what the computer 
will do. There are f en ze distortions in the first 
a t v I p 73; each has a shoe}\: value of plus hw, they are II 
• the numbers, " II sma r.1I There are 
distortions of lty th a of e 'fhese 
30 
are matched with the body wo s "I" and II which match 
"highly resented" and the "obstinate ll war.. The total shock 
of the page is thi 
"The degenerate Nature of Man" is the first distortion in 
the second sample in v I blr I p 100 e It is a d i stcttion of 
quality and so has a shock value of plus two.. Next "INGRATITUDE" 
f'illit and IIEnemy" match "well and Itmankind"; the first two are 
qu~lity distortions. The next sentence matches "man" and "not 
fit to live u , a quality dis~ortion with a total value of three. 
The body words "parent • "children", Itt and "female!' add 
four points for a total page distotion of thirty-two. 
In the Lilliputian book page 72 "Inch lt , "two", and "high", 
are size word s \1h1ch rna th the body words UtheyU s 
"Philosophers", and esty .. 11 
"higher", "great" t tllarge " and ilhundred" are size 't'V'ords while 
fipOl'Verful" is a qUfllity word.. The total value for the page is 
thirty-one .. 
"Searchers" and "nose"are all body words in the next page, page 
\ 
80. The total value for the page is twenty-one" On pap;e 136 
the 1,i iputian book the body words are: "!". "Arm-pi ts" $ "£.1en" t 
and "People" while "mighty" and "wand care quslity words. The 
total value for the page is thirty .. 
In the Brobd book 1 421 is s ze G 
II and IIFeet li are size 
words th a two.. The body ·vlOrd s are "I II • 
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"myself". The total value for the is fortynine .. 
The next sample page is v II page 106 in the L.8.putan book; 
it is not a very distorted paragraph s 
are body words: u&Overnor". (A)Ii=;::~;;..;.....;;;...~ 
most of the words 
"menU. tlG§:.sl2endi", and~IIEpicurus" are all body words .. The 
total shock value of this page is a low fifteen .. The next 
passage in Iaputa page 124 has quite a felA! quaIl ty ~'JOrds9 
"Royal". "Maliclously" # If young" t tt good Ii f !'gracious", tlpoorlt,: 
are body words Ie ¢foneU and "fouru are size words. The 
total value of this page is twenty-eight .. 
The last two sample s are from the Houyhnhnm. book g 
In the first. horse and body words predominate with some size 
size words: "twenty". "five", It , "horse" t Ithayu t " Houyhnhrun" • 
"chl1dren","chl1d", "male nmother" t and "familyu.. QuJ.\ ty 
is represEmted by "deficient U and "unanlmous".. The total valu;;; 
for this page is thirty-seven. The last page is v II p 199, 
the last page of the book. It has primarily quality, body. and 
_, 
horse words with no size words: 
!Ip and" ght" are body words. ty 
is represented by IIplainly", 




We see that the amount 
/ 
vfhere the di s 
.. 
", "Miserable"t IIEnglish"~ 
The horse words are represented 
the is forty-four .. 
distortion ses i 
ion values are in the low thi es 
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through the major size distortions of the Brobd book 
with a value of forty-n though this discusses bodies 
only indirectly, drops drasti in the Lapu tan book '\AThere 
the shock distortion value is only f1fteen in the ghost scene 
but rises to twenty-eight where the evil court poisoning 1s 
discussed. The Houyhnhnm samples both have very large distortion 
values t thirty-seven ar{d forty-four .. last is espe 
striking because the last page of the book is qui short and 
covers only part of the page. 
level of distortion .. 
11 it has an extremely high 
The types of distortion from book to book: in 
Lilliput it is ly quality and size distortion$ 
Brobdingnag size is used almost exc In the 
emphasis is on the names of charac rs their 1 personali-
ties; their bodies are hardly discussed all.. still the poi-
soning episode has a high sI10ck value despi te ,the long string 
<Dr "foreign" 1:'J"ord s I'lh1c11 do not match anything" in Emy of the 
word lists. The Houyhnhmn samples are very distorted and quite 
-l, 
emotional, especially the last sample. All types distortion 
are repre ed. Probably "Yahoo ll should have a double di 
tion value because the word is used as bo):;h a body name and a 
quality of to 1 d ty. Its shoLck value is qui hi 
as the body words and "Leg" appear in contrast to vivid 
ab tions It sonl! and "Tinc s i'Absurd ce". 
ci t contr;:l of s to the e ct 
IlJhl is f brought to a cl san 
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of "will not presurme to come into my Sight." 
So 'tqe may surmi se that Swift t s sa tircal technique i ~ con-
sistent throughout the book. O~ each randomly selected page he 
uses distorted body imagery in a vivid and clearly definable 
way. While the types of distortion vary from primarily size 
d.istortion in Lilliput and Bro:"idingnag to quality distortions 
in Laputa t the Houyhnhnm book uses all these forms of distortion 
wi th the addi tion of the most grossly distorted horse INords .. 
On the last page the abstractions nVice lt and "Reason" contrast 
wi th the most elementally human V'JOrds tlLeg lt and "Arm!!.. Houyhnhnm 
and Yahoo are joined together at st in the shocking contrast 
of a beast·s body endowed with rationality and the body of 
a man festering with depravity.. Gulliver rages in behleen with 
:reasc)n in his Yahoo body and succumbs to angry pettiness and imi-
tation of the superficialities of Houyhnhnm existence, a trotting 
gait and a neighing tongue .. Swift's satircal technique is then 
not t~ power of some inspired madness or the angry venting of 
some fecal or sexual frustrationt but rather a controlled, inspired , 
and vivid vituperation of the Yahoo each of us.. Swift was in 
( 
supreme command of his language and his mind" reaches 
us even tod~y because Swift's genius w~s in concious mas of 
itself. As Swift himself says in his preface to 
Satire is a of 
generally discover 
whtch is the chi 
p wherein beholders do 
~~~ 
is face but their own; 
reason for tha.t kind of on 
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it meets in the world, and that so very few are 
offended with it. But if it should happen 
wise, the danger is not great; and I have learned 
from long experience never to apprehend mischi 
from those understandings I have been able to 
voke; for anger and fury, though they add strength 
to the sinews of the body~ yet are found to relax 
those of the » and render its effects feeble 
and impotent .. 
The preceeding sort of ting of a mental hypothesis is 
both a useful exercise in the analy s of Swift@s 
satire and a statistically valid check on exactly how the creation 
of satire proceeds to produce its emotional effect. Hopefully 
this exercise wi th the computer is less a Balnibarian Ucontrivance., 
(whereby) the most ignorant rson at reasonable ~ and i'li th 
a little bodily 
Politi 
t may wri 
Mathemati 
in Philo 
thout the st 
as stance from or but ra a means of making 
sure that itJere put upon books,with the fatal con-
finement of delivering nothing beyond what is to the purpose"u 
In;comput1::ng deciding what to leave out is as important as 
7 
choosing what is to be put in.. I trust that this project has de-
livered nothing beyond'what is to the purpose of under ing 
and absorbing ftt~ consummate sa 
1 
Jonathan ftt II a Tub", 
.. s e i ons, ( ston t 1960) \1'. 
p. 333. 
2 
James Bo t " Ge 








Jonathan Swift, HTa1e a Tub". P 31'7 " .. 
7 
Jona than Svlift II ttle of the 
p .. 358 .. 
LIST OF lrWRKS CONSULTED 
Boswell. James$ ed .. George BirkbeckJ 
Hill, New York. 1891. 
Forte, Allen. 
Sv.Jift? ;]ona than, 
Louis Landa. Boston, 1960. 
Sv·rift. Joha than j 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BODY 5 s s age 
sodomites d ages sentry 
informer lick die s sentries 
informers licks died years Spaniard 
villain licking dying lives 
\ 
s 
villains spit dispositions life prisoner 
ba't'V"d spits disposi on Hollander prisoners 
bawds spitting folly Hollanders She Governor 
pimp wipe, follies Christian foreparts 
pimps wipes infirmity Christians tail 
pm:rasite wiping infirmi s rascal tails 
narasites noble middle rascals buttoc1cs 
buffoon nobles memory sickness claw 
buffoons Bliffmarklub memories sicknesses cla1'ls 
"'ogue chamberlain emp health point 
rogues chamberlains employments healths points 
traitor interpreter civil HOUYHNHNM spring 
+.rai tors interpreters purchase Houyhnhnm springs 
lineament Luggnagians purchases Houyhnhnms springsing 
lineaments struldbrugg purchas!;ng yahoo leap 
"I,anner struldbruggs take yahoos leaps 
manners spot takes cabin boy leaping 
diet spots taking cabin boys bound 
"l.lets deaths amuse: recruit bounds 
dress senio11:" amuses recruits bounding 
dresses seniors amusing merchant pudenda 
-reoman brotherhood beg merchants dug 
brotherhood s begs buccaneer dugs 
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wench i'vri te/ 
wenches writes 












de ra rs 






































































SIZE ,1 big six blugstrug elephant 
LILLVUT bi r blugstrugs 
prominent 
circumferencE 
giant Lilliputian eight mile circumferencE 
inch biggest nine miles magnifying 
inches high ten broad moon 
tall higher eleven broader hazelnut 
taller highest dozen broadest pumpion 
wide tallest twelve low moons 
long widest t'ttJ'Bnty lower pumpions 
wider longer thirty lowest babyhouse , 
longest mountain forty bulk babyhouses 
small mountS'cins fifty glumguffs insect 
smaller great si:mty size insects 
smallest greater seventy sizes monstrous 
dirh'inui tive greatest eighty thimble monster 
prodigious 1 ninety thimbles monsters 
large 2 hundred quantity glonglungs 
3 larger thousand quantities square 
largest 4 million proportion little 
foot 5 huge proportions littler 
feet 6 huger invisible littlest 
yard 7 hugest superior little-ness 
yards 8 length tennis ball 
great 9 lengths lofty barrel 
greater 10 drurr. altitude hogshead 
11 greatest drurrs altitudes 
hogshe~ds 
12 bi ss flne spire-ste frog 
musket bullets one flner spire-steeples f.rogs 
high hw finest mon)<:ey 
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5 assistance s wide i 
qge reasonable coarseness lazy 
! hooked prosp ty poor brOimness biassed 
health incapable extended hairiness loud 
uerpetual relish lity edily t ious 
immortal appetite red sensitive stupid 
fated modest black hateful despicable 
willingly scanty disagreeable teacha l.:lene s s finest 
extremity despised antipathy civility noblest 
grief hqted contempt cleaniness costly 
torture ominous aversion cunning better 
peevish morttfying ugly unteachable sick 
covetous horrible distorted white dispirited 
"'1orose gha ess mischi diverting uncomfortable 
vain extreme odious execrable rottenness 
talkative keen mild governing maladies 
-Priendship ple'tsing grey rational abominable 
dead perpetuity orderly degenerate detestable 
natural malicious rl:ttional brutal purge 
"'ffectton HOUYHNHNlvl acute generous clYster 
,/ 
envy calenture judicious strength sllperior 
vices debauched poor swiftness anterior 
sure tied distressed soft inferior 
rest singular hhuun tender posterior 
ect deformed unartfully prominence annoying 
"ruth frizzled perfectly barbarous disgusting 
ts neat kingly sagaci 
se detes e honourable passions 
~ east be ob uious 
do buff flat vile sub ent 






































i my re::,son 
attemp anything 
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